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We are all sick of hearing about it and pretty much know what it is about. I don’t think a lot needs to be said here…
Enigmatic and sexy, Professor Gabriel Emerson is a well-respected Dante specialist by day, but by night he devotes himself to an uninhibited life of pleasure. He uses his notorious good looks and sophisticated charm to gratify his every whim, but is secretly tortured by his dark past and consumed by the profound belief that he is beyond all hope of redemption.

A captivating and wildly passionate tale of one man’s escape from his own personal hell as he tries to earn the impossible—forgiveness and love.

Gabriel’s Inferno series by: Sylvain Reynard
The Crossfire series follows the emotional and romantic journey taken by Gideon Cross and Eva Tramell.
Breathless Trilogy
by Maya Banks

The series follows three billionaires—Gabe Hamilton, Jace Crestwell and Ash McIntyre—who are best friends and business partners. The men dominate both in the boardroom and in the bedroom. Each novel in the trilogy will explore the relationship of one of the men as he discovers the woman he will love.
When reserved flight attendant Bianca gets one look at billionaire hotel owner James Cavendish, she loses all of her hard-won composure. If only it were just his looks that she found so irresistible about the intimidating man, Bianca could have ignored his attentions. But what tempts her like never before is the dominant pull he seems to have over her from the moment they meet, and the promise of pleasure, and pain, that she reads in his eyes.
This Man series
by: Jodi Ellen Malpas

Young interior designer Ava O’Shea has an appointment for a first consultation at The Manor with the owner, Mr Jesse Ward.

This Man is devastatingly handsome, charming and confident. He is also a conceited, hedonistic playboy, who knows no boundaries.

Ava desperately does not want to be attracted to him, but she can’t control the overwhelming affect he has on her.

Every instinct is telling her to run, so she does, but Jesse Ward is not so willing to let her go. He wants her and is determined to have her.
Moreno Brothers by Elizabeth Reyes

The stories of three very sexy intense brothers living in La Jolla. Enjoy the romance including the story of their highly guarded but risk taking little sister Sofie and their crazy-possessive best friend Romero.
Follows a group of Navy Seals...need I say more?

Tall, Dark and Dangerous series by: Suzanne Brockmann
More Navy Seals!!!
Protectors trilogy
by: Lisa Marie Rice

Former military who have gone into the private sector.
The Kelly Group International (KGI): A super elite, top secret, family-run business. Qualifications: High intelligence, rock hard body, military background. Mission: Hostage/kidnap victim recovery. Intelligence gathering. Handling jobs the US government can’t...
Black Ops Inc. Series
by: Cindy Gerard

The sexy heroes of Black Ops, Inc., a covert private security team, sizzle in Cindy Gerard's electrifying romantic suspense series.
Enter the high-stakes world of deadly mercenaries and kickass assassins. This action-packed new series features alpha men, lethal women, dark suspense and steamy passion…
Series revolves around Last Chance Rescue, Inc., an organization that employs some of the most highly skilled and ruthless mercenaries in the world, with only one goal and purpose. These brave men and women do whatever it takes, no matter the cost, to rescue the innocent. And in the midst of rescuing victims, the heroes and heroines find their true love.

Last Chance Rescue series
by: Christy Reece
Men Who Walk the Edge of Honor
by: Lori Foster

Also a part of Love Undercover series (bonus!!)
Love Undercover Series
by: Lori Foster
Hold Trilogy
by: Stephanie Tyler
High Risk series
by: JoAnn Ross
Long ago, twelve immortals warriors – each more dangerously seductive than the last -- stole and opened Pandora’s box, unleashing the evil from within. Now they carry that evil within themselves. Violence, Pain, Death, Disease, Disaster, Misery, Doubt, Promiscuity, Defeat, Lies, Secrets, and Wrath. When a powerful enemy returns, they will travel the world in search of a sacred relic of the gods – one that threatens to destroy them all.

Lords of the Underworld series by: Gena Showalter
They are one of the most mysterious brotherhoods that were ever established - the community of the BLACK DAGGER. And they float in mortal danger: Because the BLACK DAGGER are the last vampires on earth, and after centuries of hunting them have come dangerously close to their enemies ...
Part human, part otherworldly, the Breed has lived among humankind for thousands of years, maintaining a tentative peace built on secrecy, power, and the dark justice carried out by the formidable warriors of the Order. But now, a blood war within the race is set to ignite. Vampires are going Rogue in startling numbers, feeding without discretion, killing humans in the streets. It is up to the Order to stop the spreading threat of Rogue domination—and in so doing, each of the warriors will be forced to confront private demons, darkest secrets, deepest fears. Some will know triumph, some will know loss, but each warrior can count on one thing: Love, when it finds him, will often come at the worst possible moment, with the least likely woman... and it will bring each of these powerful males to his knees.
Argeneau series by: Lynsay Sands
Night Huntress series
by: Jeaniene Frost

Night Prince series
by: Jeaniene Frost
This series follows friends and teammates in the NASCAR world as they find love with not so obvious women.
The Play by Play series is a steamy, sexy peek into the world of sports as seen through the Riley family. Mick Riley is a professional football player, his brother Gavin plays baseball. Their sister Jenna runs the family sports bar and doesn’t want anything to do with any guy involved with sports. Their parents are heavily involved in their lives and it’s a loving, tight knit family.

The Play by Play series is being expanded to include more characters beyond the Riley family. Hot, sexy, talented men who bonded together at college and remained friends beyond. I hope you're going to love these men as much as you've loved and embraced my Riley family.
Bad Boys of Football series  
by: Bella Andre  

It is football season you know.
This series details the life on the road for professional cowboys and cowgirls, as well as touching on the lives of family members that keep the home fires burning while their siblings and friends are in the race for rodeo gold. The Blacktop Cowboys series features characters from the same Wyoming hometown, rather than a specific family, and the community plays a larger part in the books.
Wilder Trilogy
by: Jill Shalvis

Mountain men!
Texas! Tyler Family Saga trilogy
by: Sandra Brown
Chesapeake Shores series
by: Sherryl Woods
Fool’s Gold series
by: Susan Mallery